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Citizenship
The right to live in a 
specific town, city, or 
country and to 
participate in its 
political processes.



Two Models of Citizenship (Larry Gerston 2002)

1) The responsibilities-bearing model: 
> the citizen is considered to be a member of a team working 
for the good of the community, which has shared values and 
an interest in the welfare of all of its members.

2) The rights-bearing model: 
> the citizen is defined as an individual who has a natural 
right to life, liberty, and property, and whose limited 
responsibilities are specifically set out in legislation. 
> reflects a highly individualistic and consumer-oriented view.



National and Global Citizenship

William Kaplan (1993) suggests that Canadians share a “sense of 
participating in national purposes” and think of citizenship in 
terms of the “benefits from and obligations to collective 
projects and shared values and goals.” 

Geoffrey Stokes (Rethinking Australian Citizenship, 2000): “Global 
citizenship may comprise a range of universal moral aspirations 
and political prescriptions that encompass both rights and 
obligations toward the hole of humanity.”

Political map of the world, April 2001
Norman B. Leventhal Map Center cc-by



Online Citizenship

Howard Rheingold (1994) imagined a “citizen-designed, citizen-
controlled worldwide communications network” that would 
function as a global “electronic agora” and revitalize the public 
sphere. 

Michael Hauben (1997):“[y]ou are a Netizen (a Net Citizen), and 
you exist as a citizen of the world.” The “collective mass of 
many” on the Internet would connect and work cooperatively 
and create a more democratic world.

Civil Netizen, factoryjoe cc-by-nc-sa



Free the Avatars
By Steve Lohr
Virtual worlds may be freewheeling 
environments where cyber-behavior is 
unconstrained by many terrestrial mores. 
But they are also gated communities, and 
the gates keep the digital denizens locked 
inside.

I.B.M. and Linden Lab, the creator of Second 
Life, think it’s time to free the avatars.

. . . [T]he two companies are announcing 
plans to develop open standards that will 
allow avatars to roam from one virtual 
community to the next. The goal is let a 
person create a digital alter-ego that can 
travel to many virtual worlds, keeping the 
same name, look and even digital currency.

October 10, 2007
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/10/10/free-the-avatars/

Second Life Passport by cippodromo ©

http://www.flickr.com/photos/35627443@N05/4461982031/
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Cybertown (1994), Active Worlds (1997), and Second Life (2003)

3D avatars.

Immersive, virtual environments.

Build objects, communicate and socialize with other users.

Paying members have more rights and privileges than visitors.

Members referred to as “citizens,” but have little influence over how their 
online “community” is structured and governed. 

Many enjoy their individual freedom in game-like environments without the 
responsibilities of participatory citizenship. 

Others find ways to organize themselves into active communities.



Cybertown: Civilization for the Virtual Age http://www.cybertown.com

http://www.cybertown.com/
http://www.cybertown.com/


Cybertown Plaza

Cybertown: Plaza

http://www.Cybertown.com
http://www.Cybertown.com




Cybertown: Home of Jolinth



Virtual Society

“What the community aspect of the 
Internet is currently lacking on the 
majority of community-based 
destinations are some of the basic 
principles that define a real-world 
society”  (Cybertown Press Room, 2001).

Cybertown includes:

an economic system

a political system

a social hierarchy

a constitution

Cybertown has “evolved” into “the 
largest 3D ‘virtual society’ that exists 
on the Internet” (“The Next Generation,” 2001).

http://www.cybertown.com/info/about/details/information.html

http://www.cybertown.com/info/about/details/information.html
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Governance
Any community can use the Internet to 
enhance democratic government 
provided that four crucial elements are 
in place: information sharing, 
deliberation, voting, and representation 
(Amitai Etzioni 2004). 

Cybertown municipal structure has a
City Council, Security Commissioner, 
Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Town Guides, 
Neighborhood and block leaders, etc.

However, Tony Rockliff (the Founder) 
+ drafted, amends, and revises  
   Constitution, Policies, Guidelines
+ appoints the mayor, Deputy Mayor
+ oversees City Council
+ no elected positions

http://www.cybertown.com/info/about/details/constitution.html

http://www.cybertown.com/info/about/details/constitution.html
http://www.cybertown.com/info/about/details/constitution.html


Activeworlds: Immersive, virtual reality 3D worlds www.activeworlds.com

http://www.activeworlds.com/
http://www.activeworlds.com/


ActiveWorlds

+ “Internet’s largest user-created,  
3D virtual world community” 

+ more than 70,000 citizens, over 
one million visits every day

+ Tourists enter for free

Members (US$6.95 per month) can

+ Create a customized avatar
+ Construct an entire world. 
+ Build on any empty site.
+ Explore 1,000 virtual worlds
+ Shop, play games, chat
+ Become a “Virtual World Citizen” 

http://www.activeworlds.com/products/citizenships.asp

http://www.activeworlds.com/products/citizenships.asp
http://www.activeworlds.com/products/citizenships.asp


Active Worlds: Entrance Gate



Active Worlds: Broadway



Active Worlds: House by Idealist, Alphaworld



ActiveWorlds: Citizens, but no society

+ Limited Regulation. 
+ Limited Conduct Guidelines apply 

near the entry point in public 
worlds. 

+ Citizens are “solely responsible for 
their properties, and everything 
contained in their own worlds.”

+ Emphasis on solitary builders and 
their individual property rights.

+ “There is no such thing as 
society” (Margaret Thatcher)



SW City “Townbuilders”

+ Themed town within Alphaworld that began 
in 1999

+ Fifteen volunteer staff members, residents, 
prepare and maintain 

+ Real estate system and planning guidelines
+ Town Square Park, guides greet newcomers
+ Official Website, history, census, forums
+ SW Times newspaper, AWRadio



Active Worlds: SW City, Alphaworld



Active Worlds: Rising Glen, SW City, Alphaworld



Second Life Website http://secondlife.com/
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Second Life: A nation of entrepreneurs
+ Lunched 2003.
+ Jan. 2008: 12.3m residents, 4.3b 

Linden Dollars ( US$16m) in circ.
+ Dec 2010: 800,000 users logging in 

monthly, 2,0000 sq. km land
+ No civic structures or political 

participation.
+ Market economy emulates, and is 

linked to, real world economy.
+ Groups judged to be “too immature 

for democracy,” so a “new 
authoritarian group structure” was 
introduced.

Make Friends (Linden Labs cc-by-nc-sa)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lindenlab/4292020404/in/set-72157605197609174/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/lindenlab/4292020404/in/set-72157605197609174/
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Buy Virtual Land (Linden Labs cc-by-nc-sa)



Bohemia Mall (Zuza Ritt cc-by-nc-sa) http://www.flickr.com/photos/zuzaritt/3962829433/in/photostream/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/zuzaritt/3962829433/in/photostream/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/zuzaritt/3962829433/in/photostream/


Confederate of Democratic Simulators 
+ Formed 2004, 11 sims by 2009.
+ Constitution, planning regulations, 

forums, elections, Representative 
Assembly.

+ Residents with land in CDS become 
citizens.

+ purpose of the CDS: to “enable 
ownership of high-quality public, 
private, and open-space land; 
create a themed yet expressive 
community of public and private 
builds; and implement novel 
democratic forms of self 
government within Second Life.”

Neufreistadt voting booths 
http://secondlife.wikia.com/wiki/Confederation_of_Democratic_Simulators

http://secondlife.wikia.com/wiki/Confederation_of_Democratic_Simulators
http://secondlife.wikia.com/wiki/Confederation_of_Democratic_Simulators


Valladolid Town Square, Spain



Valladolid Town Square (Second Life)



Limited models of citizenship
Cybertown 

+ Simulates democratic institutions and negates 
the possibility of substantial civic participation. 

Active Worlds and Second Life

+ Freedom to the individual at the expense of 
public considerations (rights-bearing model)

+ Civic activists create collaborative communities 
that are more in keeping with the 
responsibilities-bearing model of citizenship. 

+ Experiments in self-government show what is 
possible in privately owned sites, provide a 
glimpse of what could develop under different 
circumstances. 

Sabriella in Second Life (US Presedential Election 2008) 
http://sariellaashton.wordpress.com/2008/11/05/us-presidential-election-2008/
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